[Inversion of organic matter content of the north fluvo-aquic soil based on hyperspectral and multi-spectra].
The present study aims to assess the feasibility of multi-spectral data in monitoring soil organic matter content. The data source comes from hyperspectral measured under laboratory condition, and simulated multi-spectral data from the hyperspectral. According to the reflectance response functions of Landsat TM and HJ-CCD (the Environment and Disaster Reduction Small Satellites, HJ), the hyperspectra were resampled for the corresponding bands of multi-spectral sensors. The correlation between hyperspectral, simulated reflectance spectra and organic matter content was calculated, and used to extract the sensitive bands of the organic matter in the north fluvo-aquic soil. The partial least square regression (PLSR) method was used to establish experiential models to estimate soil organic matter content. Both root mean squared error (RMSE) and coefficient of the determination (R2) were introduced to test the precision and stability of the modes. Results demonstrate that compared with the hyperspectral data, the best model established by simulated multi-spectral data gives a good result for organic matter content, with R2=0.586, and RMSE=0.280. Therefore, using multi-spectral data to predict tide soil organic matter content is feasible.